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Graduates
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employed

92.5% of SIT grads from Academic Year 
2017/2018 were employed

SIT’s applied degree programmes prepare students directly for 
industry, targeted at growth sectors of the economy:9
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The pharmaceutical, chemical 
and food industries are 
constantly looking for the next 
innovative and effective products.

Chemical Engineering 
and Food Tech

The future entails an increasing 
level of inter-connectivity with the 
world, and with this comes the 
urgent need for cybersecurity 
experts and software engineers.

InfoComm 
Technology

Engineering plays a key
role in tackling vital issues in our 
society, from creating renewable 
energy to improving our quality 
of life via innovative devices.

Engineering

Whether you seek to inspire 
others with your creations or look 
to leave a lasting impression, a 
career in specialised services will 
help fulfil your dreams.

Design and
Specialised Businesses

Capstone Projects

Case-based Learning

Integrated Work Study Programme (IWSP)

Integrative Team Project (ITP)

Practical Sessions

Simulation

what is applied learning?

90%>
secured jobs within six months

engineering, ict,
nursing & allied 
health grads

More than just an internship, our signature IWSP equips graduates 
with real work experience, structured uniquely for each degree 
programme and catered to specific industry needs.

We offer in-demand specialised degrees, such as food technology, land 
transportation engineering, telematics and intelligent systems, and take them 
one step further by providing strong industry support and hands-on training at 
various companies. 

Here are the foundations of applied learning:

At SIT, you’ll learn to combine 
theory and practice, with 
specialised skills to help industry 
solve problems. 

Offering applied degree programmes targeted at 
growth sectors of the economy, SIT champions a 
unique pedagogy that integrates work and study. 
The university’s signature Integrated Work Study 
Programme exemplifies the best of university- 
industry collaboration.

Health and 
Social Sciences
There is always the need for a 
pool of healthcare professionals 
to provide round-the-clock 
support and care for our people.
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Want to get into the crazy fast-paced world 
of publishing, or do you just want to just 
have a thirst for writing? If you’re passion-
ate about the art of word and love your 
research, then we’d love to hear from you.

Join us as an Intern!
Our doors are always open to those who want to learn the ropes 
about publishing from all aspects. If you love to write, you’ll not 
only get your articles published both in print and online, you’ll 
also get first dibs at any events (ie. concerts) we’re invited to. 
We’ve also got space for designers and marketing peeps – you’ll 
get to dabble in all our social media and handle our website.

Be one of our Contributors!
If you want to write but you don’t have time for 
a full-time gig at the office, fret not. You can be 
one of Contributors – this means you’ll get to 
write for both the website and the magazine, 
and still get to attend events we get invited to. 
While you won’t have to be in the office at all, 
you’re always free to drop by. 

If you’re interested in any of these positions, do 
drop us an email with your CV. We’d love to have 
you down for a quick interview to get to know 
you! Email us at interns@campus.com.sg

















Boba, bubble tea, pearl milk tea — you 
either love it or hate it. Head down to 
your nearest mall or neighbourhood store 
and you’ll likely find a bubble tea stall or 
two. And every few months, a new bubble 
tea brand pops up, with no sign of dying 
out in the near future. What’s the deal?

Bubble tea isn’t a new phenomenon in Singapore – in fact, it came and left pretty quickly. 
Will this current trend last?

What makes bubble tea so popular? Here are some ways the drink has made its mark in 
the world – will it take over Starbucks?

What does it take to run a bubble tea franchise, and what are the profit margins? 
Here are some facts and figures. We all know that bubble tea isn’t 

healthy the way we all order them, 
but just how bad are they?

The Timeline of Bubble Tea

The Five ‘Cs’ of Bubble Tea

The Business Side of Boba Bubble Tea Facts

19921980s 2001 2003 2010 2018

Bubble tea 
started in 
Taiwan

The drink was 
first introduced 
to Singapore

It’s slightly more expensive than a 
kopitiam, but less than a Starbucks.

Shops were selling

cups a day

The novelty 
DIED; many 
shops shuttered

Taiwanese chains like 

arrived in Singapore

More bubble 
tea brands 
came into 
Singapore; 
trend kicks 
off big time

80 - 1,000

CHEAP

$3.40 Average bubble 
tea cost per cup

Bubble tea stalls are popping up 
in every neighbourhood and mall. 

CONVENIENT

47 Current number of
bubble tea brands

An average customer can have 
multiple options for their tea.

CUSTOMISABLE

GONG CHA

40 Average menu options
for drinks & toppings

There are exotic teas, coffees, and fruit juices, 
with multiple toppings and preparation styles.

Setting up a bubble tea 
franchise can range from 

One random listing of a bubble tea shop 
in Orchard selling for $150,000 shows

The master franchisee of

is Kang Puay Seng, founder of 

The global bubble tea market will reach

according to research firm Allied Market Research

Koi, for instance, made S$45 million in 2017 
at a 23% margin.

A cup with regular 
sweetness contains

Maximum human 
daily intake should 
be capped at 50g

According to Singapore’s Health 
Promotion Board, pearls add up 
to more than 

CHOICE

CHARCOAL, COLLAGEN, VODKA

10

Some exotic toppings available include

Bubble teas have to look Instaworthy; these are 
done with colour, packaging, logo, and toppings.

CHARM

BROWN SUGAR | CHEESE | FRUIT JUICE

The most popular Instagram bubble teas feature

minutes 
of jogging 
to burn

100

34g$80,000 -

Gong Cha Singapore

20%-30%
NET PROFIT 
MARGINS

$450,000

calories 
which will
require

per outlet

Some operators say 

range from

US$3.21 billion by 2023

Mr. Bean

MONTHLY 
REVENUE $40,000

NET 
PROFIT $5,000

of sugar

The Business
of Bubbles
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